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Introduction 
 
 

The ease of use and confidence that Sterisil® has brought to dental unit water line treatment now comes 
to the world of distilled and deionized water for use with your office’s table top autoclaves and instrument 
washers. With a 6 stage treatment process, the Sterisil® Ac+ produces up to 50 gallons of distilled quality water 
with 0 parts per million total dissolved solids (ppm TDS). Full system monitoring with audible and visual alarms 
make knowing when to replace cartridges worry-free. Automatic shut off valves mean that cartridge 
replacement is also an easy, no-spill process. The Sterisil® Ac+ requires only minutes of maintenance per year. Its 
space-saving design allows for easy installation even under sinks. Get ready to reclaim your storage space from 
all of those plastic jugs and containers with the Sterisil® Ac+! 

 
This manual will show you how to install and maintain your new Sterisil® Ac+ unit and answer a few 

frequently asked questions that you may have. For additional support, please contact Sterisil® at (719) 622-7200 
or email technical support at support@sterisil.com. 
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Sterisil® Ac+ Features 
 

 
Simple 
 + Designed for easy sterilization center or under-sink installation. 
 + Optional extended life cartridges for areas with extremely hard water. 
 + Automatic shut off valves for easy, spill-free cartridge replacement. 
 + Optional filler wand for easy tabletop autoclave filling. 
 + Sliding or hinged mounts for flexible installation site choices. 
 + Metal enclosure protects internal components. 
 
Effective 
 + Produces distilled quality water with 0 ppm TDS for use with table top autoclaves. 

+ Can produce up to 50 gallons of water per day with up to 14 gallons of reserve water. 
 + Water quality monitors sample the water purity from the system in real-time. 

+ Class B Ultraviolet Irradiation pre-treats water for dental unit water line treatments.  
 + Audible and visual alarms alert you when cartridges need to be replaced. 
 + Dispensing faucet with LED monitoring light. 
 + Backup filters supply your office with water for your table top autoclaves even after 
  audible and visual alarms trigger. 
 + Designed for offices with moderately hard to very hard water. 
 + Sterisil® ISO 13485 certification ensures that your new Sterisil® Ac+ unit has been tested for 
  performance and reliability. 
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Installation Instructions 
 

1. Unpack boxes and take inventory. 

  

Sterisil® Ac+ Back View w/ SlideMount (L) or 
Hinge Mount (R) & Electrical Connections 

Reserve Water Bladder 
Tank w/ Valve 

1/4" PEX  
Tubing 

Sterisil® Ac+ Cartridges 
Stages 1, 2, and 3 (6 Total) 

Mounting Bracket (L) 
& Blank Cartridge (R) 

UV Lamp 
Transform

 

1/4” Tee (2) 
  

Reducers: 
1/2" → 3/8” (1, T) 
3/8” → 1/4" (1, B) 

Saddle 
Drain Valve 

Faucet, White (L) & Faucet 
LED Disk (C) & Data Wire (R) 

Mounting Screw (7, L) & 
Dry Wall Anchor (7, R) 



Ac+ Autoclave System 
Addendum Instructions

719 622 7200 sterisil.com



April 2015 Addendum to Ac+ Install Directions

Update to Box inventory:
-Please note that the larger tank will always be considered the reserve tank. 

-Permeate pumps are included with Sterisil Ac+ boxes, as shown below: 

-Also included with this Permeate pump is a mounting bracket, which is installed with one red 
mounting anchor and one screw

Addendum to Step 8:
-Reserve water should now read Autoclave water (to autoclave faucet)
-Drinking water should now read To Permeate Pump (Permeate In)
-Autoclave water should now read From Permeate Pump (Permeate Out)

Addendum to Step 10 b.
The line coming out of the bottom of the Stage 3 cartridge will now be hooked up as the following 
to accommodate the new permeate pump:
-Make a cut in the line that comes from the bottom of the Stage 3 cartridge to the drain saddle or 
floor drain.
-Take the line that is now only connected to the Stage 3 cartridge and insert it into the Brine In port 
found on the booster pump.
-The other end of the line that was cut will now connect to the Brine Out port on the permeate 
pump with the other end still connecting to the drain saddle or floor drain.

Addendum to Step 11
-This port is now yellow and is connected in the same way.

Addendum to Step 13
-This port is now green and will read From Permeate Pump (Permeate Out)
-At this point, we will be installing the last two lines into the Permeate Pump
-Connect the To Permeate Pump (Permeate In) port to the Permeate In port on the Permeate Pump



-Connect the From Permeate Pump (Permeate Out) port to the Permeate Out port on the Permeate 
Pump
-The line going between the From Permeate Pump (Permeate Out) and Permeate Out on the Per-
meate Pump will be cut to connect to the Reserve Tank in the following manner:
-Cut the line between the From Permeate Pump (Permeate Out) and Permeate Out on the Permeate 
Pump
-Insert both ends of that cut into the ¼” Union Tee
-The other end of the Union Tee will run directly to the Reserve Tank

Addendum to Step 19:
-Please note that these drawings are no longer accurate.  If you wish to have new drawings, please 
email Beau at b.sheidenberger@sterisil.com

Please contact Beau for any clarification
Phone: 719-622-7200 ext 210
Email: b.sheidenberger@sterisil.com
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Installation Instructions 
 

2. Note Ac+ dimensions and specifications. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Prep Installation Site. 
a. Remove items under sink (for under sink installations) and/or away from wall mount site. 
b. Ensure (2) 110 V AC electrical outlets are available within reach of the installation site. 
c. Ensure that the cold water municipal supply and drain are easily accessible at installation site. 

 

 

 

STERISIL® Ac+ 
SPECIFICATIONS 

Pressure Min/Max 65 psi / 125 psi 

Temp. Min/ Max 45○ F / 100○ F 

Tubing (PEX, PUR) 1/4" OD 

Elec. Outlets 2 110V AC, 3 AMP 

Fittings Quick Connect 
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Installation Instructions 
 

4. Remove Mounting Plate from Sterisil® Ac+ and test fit at desired location. 
a. Ensure there is enough room for the completed Ac+ with additional room to spare. 
 

i. Under Sink (Slide Mount) 
1. Standard Cartridges (AC+4 Cartridges) 

a. Recommended: 20 H x 8 W x 21 D in. 
b. Minimum: 17 15/16 H x 7 W x 18 D in. 

2. Extended Life Cartridges (AC+4XL Cartridges) 
a. Recommended: 22 H x 8 W x 21 D in. 
b. Minimum: 20 H x 7 W x 18 D in. 

 
ii. Wall Mount (Hinged Mount) 

1. Standard Cartridges (AC+4 Cartridges) 
a. Recommended: 20 H x 8 W x 26 D in. 
b. Minimum: 17 15/16 H x 7 W x 24 D in. 

2. Extended Life Cartridges (AC+4XL Cartridges) 
a. Recommended: 24 H x 8 W x 26 D in. 
b. Minimum: 20 H x 7 W x 24 D in. 

 
5. Install the Mounting Plate.  

a. Place the Mounting Plate in desired location using a level (mounting hardware supplied). 
b. Mark the six holes designated below and using a 1/4" drill bit, drill each hole. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

c. Carefully hammer an anchor in to each of the six holes drilled in step b. 
d. Line up the six holes in the mounting plate to the six anchors and secure the mounting plate 

by screwing a mounting screw in to each anchor. 

Mounting Plate 
(Front View) 

Mounting Plate with 
Screws and Anchors 

(Side View) 
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Installation Instructions 
 

6. Install the faucet. 
a. Drill a 5/8” hole into the sink surface at the desired location. 
b. Insert the threaded end of the faucet in to the LED faucet disk and feed the data wire 

through the 5/8” hole in the sink surface. Ensure the data wire is not pinched when 
inserting the threaded end of the faucet through the 5/8” hole in the sink surface. 

c. Secure the faucet with the black plastic washer, lock washer, and nut included with the 
faucet. Install the quick connect fitting as seen in the diagram below. 
 

          
 
 

 

 

7. Mount the Sterisil® Ac+ and install cartridges. 
a. Slide Sterisil® Ac+ onto Mounting Plate slides, allowing hinges to lock. Test for fist and operation. 

Leave in extended position and continue to step b. 
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Installation Instructions 
 

b. With unit extended and municipal supply turned off, begin installation of cartridges starting with 
Stage 1 cartridge. 

 
8. Establish Sterisil® Ac+ Plumbing Connections. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

a. Establish ¼” PEX tubing connection between cold water municipal supply and Sterisil® Ac+ SOURCE IN (red 
port) on side of Ac+ with ¼” white PEX tubing supplied with Ac+. 
NOTE: If separate water source is not provided, shut off water supply and install easy connector and ball valve 
onto existing cold water supply valve as shown. 
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Installation Instructions 
 

b. Establish ¼” PEX tubing connection between white faucet and ¼” DI WATER (green port) on side of Ac+ with ¼” 
white PEX tubing. 
NOTE: The optional autoclave filler wand (Part No. SS-Wand) can be used in conjunction with the white faucet 
or without it. If you choose to use the wand without the faucet, connect the blue coiled tubing directly in to 
the DI WATER (green port) on the side of the Ac+. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

c. Establish ¼” PEX tubing connection between the reserve bladder tank and the RESERVE TANK (yellow port) on 
the side of the Ac+. 
NOTE: The Sterisil® Ac+ comes standard with a 4 gallon reserve bladder tank. Sterisil® also offers 10 gallon or 
14 gallon reserve bladder tank options and are available for order. If it becomes apparent that your office uses 
more than 3 gallons of autoclave water per day, Sterisil® recommends that a larger bladder tank be 
purchased. 
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Installation Instructions 
 

d. Install the Drain Saddle Valve for Stage 3 drain. 
i. Place the saddle valve on the sink drain pipe and mark the desired location for the drain hole on the pipe. 

ii. Using a 1/4” drill bit, drill a hole only through the first wall of the drain pipe. 
iii. Place the saddle valve over the hole and tighten in to place. 

 
 
 

e. Establish ¼” PEX tubing connection between the drain saddle valve and the Stage 3 brine drain with ¼” white 
PEX tubing. 
NOTE: Be sure to remove the rubber stopper from the brine drain on Stage 3 before inserting the drain tubing. 
Push the small, white collar on the Stage 3 brine drain at the bottom of the cartridge toward the cartridge 
while simultaneously pulling the rubber stopper out. 
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Installation Instructions 
 

Sterisil® Ac+ Operational Mode 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9. Connect all electrical connections. 
a. Plug the standard, black power cable in to a nearby 110 V AC wall outlet. 
b. Connect the white connector on the black transformer that came with the Ac+ to the white connector from 

the black power conduit. Plug in the other end of the black transformer to the nearby wall outlet. 
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Installation Instructions 
 

c. Connect the data cable form the system to one end of the beige modular coupler that came with the Ac+ and 
connect the other end to the data cable from the faucet LED disk. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10. Slide unit in and out to check for snags and to ensure that the tubing is not pinched. 
 

11. Turn the bladder tank valve to the off position and open the municipal water supply valve. Check for 
leaks and allow the system to charge briefly. 
 
NOTE: As the cartridges fill, the Stage 3 R/O drain line will flow as it flushes contaminants in to the drain.
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Installation Instructions 
 

12. Open the faucet on top of the sink (and/or autoclave filler wand) and run until a slow, constant trickle 
of water comes out. 
 

13. Turn off the faucet and open the bladder tank valve. Check for leaks and to make sure all fittings are 
secure. It will take between 4 to 8 hours for the system to fully charge and fill the reserve bladder tank 
depending on the source pressure and size of the bladder tank(s). You have now completed 
installation of your new Sterisil® Ac+! 
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Reading the Sterisil® Ac+ Monitors 

Maintenance Manual 
 

MAINTAINING YOUR STERISIL® Ac+ 

Your Sterisil® Ac+ is equipped with full system monitoring as well as audible and visual alarms that will alert you 
when a cartridge replacement is necessary. This section will tell you how to maintain your Sterisil® Ac+, how to take and 
understand the different readings, and also when to replace which cartridges based on which alarm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Filter Monitor 
 The filter monitor keeps track of the remaining life of stages 1, 2, 3, and the UV light. These cartridges and the UV 
lamp are designed to last one calendar year. To check on the remaining life of stages 1, 2, 3 and the UV light, press the 
PWR/STG button to turn the monitor on. Press the PWR/STG button again to select Stage 1. On the left of the screen, 
there will be a number indicating the remaining number of months before these cartridges must be replaced. 
 Once these cartridges are depleted, the monitor will trigger the Filter Monitor Alarm LED on the faceplate of the 
Ac+. The LED will flash red and the unit will beep, letting you know that it is time to replace the cartridges. Sterisil 
recommends always having a backup set of cartridges and purchasing a new set immediately after replacing cartridges. 
 After replacing these cartridges and the UV light, it is necessary to reset the filter monitor. Refer to the monitor 
reset instructions included in this manual on how to properly reset the Filter Monitor. 
 
RO Quality Monitor 
 This monitor will tell you the water quality of your source water and the water coming out of the stage 3 filter by 
monitoring the parts per million Total Dissolved Solids (ppm TDS) in the water. Total Dissolved Solids are any material in 
the water that is not water; including dissolved minerals, gases, and oils. This monitor will tell you how the first three 
filters are performing and are also used during troubleshooting and diagnostics.  
 To take the Source water and RO readings, turn the monitor on by pressing the silver On/Off button in the upper 
right-hand corner of the monitor. Flip the white slide to the left (SOURCE) and record the reading. This is the water quality 
of your municipal cold water supply line and is dependent on your geographical location. Next, flip the white slider to the 
right (RO) and record the reading. This is the water quality after the Stage 3 cartridge. The ideal range of this reading is 
10% or below of the SOURCE reading. For example: if you have a source water reading of 200 ppm TDS, the RO reading 
should be about 20 ppm TDS or less. If this number exceeds 10% of the SOURCE reading, refer to the troubleshooting 
section of this manual. 
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Maintenance Manual 
 
DI Quality Monitor 

This monitor will tell you the water quality of the water after the first and second stage 4 cartridges. To take the 
DI1 reading (the quality of the water after the first Stage 4 cartridge), turn the monitor on by pressing the silver On/Off 
button in the upper right-hand of the monitor. Slide the white slide to the left (or leave it there if it is already to the left) 
and record the number. This number should be significantly less than the RO reading from the RO Quality Monitor. To take 
the DI2 reading, slide the white slider to the right and record the number displayed. This number should be below 10 ppm 
TDS. When DI2 exceeds 10 ppm TDS the audible alarm will sound and the DI Water Quality Alarm LED on the faceplate of 
the Ac+ will turn solid red. This means that the first two Stage 4 cartridges have been depleted and should be replaced. 

DO NOT replace all three Stage 4 cartridges at the same time as this is wasting one of the cartridges. Sterisil has 
outfitted the Ac+ with three Stage 4 cartridges to ensure that even after the alarms signal the need for a replacement, you 
will still have the ability to use the DI water from the unit in your table top autoclaves. 

To replace the depleted Stage 4 cartridges, remove the first two Stage 4 cartridges and dispose of them normally. 
Move the third Stage 4 cartridge in to the now empty first Stage 4 position. Now install two brand-new Stage 4 cartridges 
in to the second and third Stage 4 positions. 
 

NOTE: It is recommended that you take all four readings from the Ac+ on a regular basis (weekly if at all 
possible) using the Data Log Sheet on the next Page. 
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Sterisil ® Ac+ Data Log Sheet 
 

Filter Installation Date:                                                          _ 
 

Date 
Months 

Remaining 
(Filter Monitor) 

Source RO DI1 DI2 

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

NOTE: Refer to directions on Pg 16 & 17 for how to find the above readings   
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Thank You! 
  

Thank you for purchasing your new Sterisil® Ac! We know you will be pleased with this Unit! 
Should you have any installation questions, please contact us at (719)622-7200 or online at 
Sterisil.com. 
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